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WELCOME TO THE WELCOME TO THE 
MYSTATE BANK STUDENT MYSTATE BANK STUDENT 
FILM FESTIVAL FILM FESTIVAL ——
AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
SHOWCASE YOUR TALENT 
& CREATIVITY.

The MyState Bank Student Film Festival was created in 2003 to nurture the creative 
talent of young Tasmanians and give local students the chance to develop writing and 
filmmaking skills.

Over this time, thousands of students from hundreds of schools have entered their 
short films in the Festival, unearthing some truly amazing local talent. 
The Festival’s theme is MAKE IT, and that’s exactly what we want you to do - make 
your films, your way.

Draw on your imagination and creativity and get involved. Tell the story you want to 
tell, and make the film you want to make. Whatever you do, just MAKE IT!

SO, WHAT DO YOU NEED TO KNOW TO GET STARTED?
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The MyState Bank Student Film Festival offers a unique 
opportunity to experience and learn about the world of 
filmmaking. 

Exciting? And, perhaps, just a little overwhelming? Fear not, 
we’re here to help.

We’ve put together a range of resources to help streamline the 
process for you and make the Festival filmmaking experience 
as straightforward, enjoyable and rewarding as possible.

In Section 02 of this booklet, as well as on the Resources page 
at mystatefilmfestival.com.au you’ll find really useful MAKE IT 
filmmaking guides, covering everything from writing the story 
and script, gathering cast and crew, acting, filming, sound 
design and editing. These guides are simple to read and easy 
to follow - especially for the novice filmmaker.

Our Resources page is also stocked with tools, tips and links 
that will help make the filmmaking process simple, productive 
and fun, including:

 l Easy-to use, downloadable tools online tutorials. 

 l Links to filmmaking organisations that provide education, 
support and advice in all aspects of filmmaking, equipment 
hire and filmmaking workshops.

 l Links to help you find royalty-free music, sound effects and 
recommended editing software.

 l Links to filmmaking guides and apps. 

 l Permission and consent forms and waivers that might be 
needed depending on what (or who) is featured in the film. 

We also regularly update the teachers’ resources page to make 
sure you have the most current and useful information at your 
fingertips.

Stay up-to-date and subscribe to our Social Channels for the 
latest news, tips & tricks.

 l Check out our website for Festival entry opening and 
closing dates. 

 l Entry categories:
• Junior (Kindergarten to Year 2)
• Primary (Year 3 to 6)
• High School (Year 7 to 10)
• Post Year 10-University (Year 11 and 12, TAFE, University). 

 l You can submit a short film in any genre. Films must be no 
more than 4 minutes long for Junior & Primary entries; 5 
minutes long for High School entries, and no more than 8 
minutes long for Post Year 10-University entries.

 l Film entries in the Junior, Primary and High School 
categories must include this year’s feature item. 

 l All films entered in the Festival will be judged by our panel 
of film industry experts. 

 l Entry to the Festival is free. 

 l All entries must be original work that hasn’t previously been 
screened or posted online.
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Why should I enter the MyState Bank Student Film 
Festival?

The Festival will give you the opportunity to develop your 
creative skills in writing, story development and filmmaking, as 
you plan, develop and create your own original short films. The 
Festival also helps you to develop important, lifelong skills of 
teamwork and collaboration, planning and preparation, project 
management, critical thinking and problem solving.

You may have the opportunity to see your work screened 
before an audience of peers, teachers, parents and film 
industry professionals at our annual Awards Event Your film 
will have the potential to be shared with audiences across the 
world through our online channels, while some films are even 
screened at other national and international film festivals.

How much time will I need to commit?

With so many things to fit into the school year, just how much 
time does it take to make a film?  Well, it all depends on how 
you want to go about it.  

Some people have a great idea and will just put it straight to 
camera and have the film wrapped in a couple of days. 

Alternatively, some teachers will decide to MAKE IT into a class 
project - the process of making a film and the steps taken at 
each stage. Some spread the project across the whole term, 
while others will dedicate a short time period, such as a few 
hours over a few weeks to get it done.  

Making a plan and incorporating all of the elements that form 
part of making a film and setting timeframes to achieve them 
will give you a good estimate of the time needed to make a 
film. Importantly, allocate time for delays such as technical 
issues (equipment failure or editing problems), inclement 
weather (if filming outdoors), crew illness and even possible 

delays in the creative process. 

Like all good projects, experience shows that some things 
will happen faster than expected and some things may take a 
bit longer. But a good plan will allow you to know what stage 
you are at and what you need to do to reach your goal. Our 
resource page at mystatefilmfestival.com.au has some useful 
links and resources to help you create your filmmaking plan.

How much will it cost?

Entry to the MyState Bank Student Film Festival is free. 
We want to make this opportunity accessible to everyone. 
Specialised equipment is not necessary - filmmakers are 
encouraged to use whatever resources are at hand to make 
films - from phones and iPads to whatever props they may 
find in their homes, schoolrooms or garages! The focus is on 
good ideas, stories and working collaboratively to bring their 
concepts to life on the screen.

What kind of films can the students enter?

The Festival is open to short films in any genre - drama, 
comedy, action, documentary, music, video or animation. 
Story, setting, plot and style are unspecified - the goal is to feel 
inspired, and MAKE IT!

Films entered in the Junior & Primary categories must be no 
more than four (4) minutes long, including credits, and films 
in the High School category must be no more than five (5) 
minutes long, including credits, to be eligible for an award. 
Films in the Post Year 10-University category should be no 
more than eight (8) minutes long, including credits.

Junior (Kindergarten to Year 2), Primary (Year 3 to 6) and High 
School (Year 7 to 10) film entries must include the feature item 
for this year. The object or term can be interpreted in any way 

For full details on awards and prizes, check out our website: 
mystatefilmfestival.com.au
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the filmmakers choose. It can be central to the story, make a 
brief appearance or just be referenced in the film in some way - 
but it must be included somewhere or somehow for the film to 
be eligible for entry.

How many films can a school or an individual enter?

Individual students and schools may enter as many films as 
they wish. It is important that a new entry form is completed for 
each film and uploaded via the Festival’s online entry page. 

Where can I find filmmaking resources?

The Festival website has a range of excellent resources and 
links to external websites that will give you easy access to 
helpful filmmaking information and tools. The resource page is 
regularly updated with useful and important information, links 
and teaching support materials. The Festival also has its very 
own Facebook page, featuring frequent posts of ‘how-to’ clips, 
advice and other useful filmmaking information.

How do I get started?

Firstly, commit yourself to making a short film. Then, get 
started. Treat making a film like a small project; understand 
what you want to achieve and then break it down into 
manageable components. Then break those components 
down into smaller tasks and allocate responsibilities. 

The MyState Bank Student Film Festival has created film 
making guides especially for new filmmakers. The guides are 
contained in Section 02 of this booklet, as well as available 
for download at mystatefilmfestival.com.au. The guides are 
step-by-step instructions on the six components of filmmaking, 
starting with the idea. 

What sort of short-film do you want to make? Depending on 
your area of study or interest, it might be a dramatic film, a 
comedy, a documentary (or mockumentary), an animation or a 
music video.  

Think about working in a group and collaborating with other 
students who have specific skills (such as music composition, IT 
skills etc) that will complement the film making experience. 

Consider what areas of the school curriculum that a film 
making project will cover - English, Drama, Media and Visual 
Arts, Music, Humanities and Social Sciences and of course, 
Technologies. It may be possible to collaborate with teachers 
specialising in these areas of education that can offer advice 

and expertise, provide production assistance and support.

The resources page on the Festival’s website have some 
fantastic tips and suggestions on how to get started from 
professional filmmakers as well as some project management 
tools, including checklists, which can help you start.

Most importantly, remember filmmaking should be enjoyable 
(unless you’re filming in swampy marshland in two degree 
temperatures!). Don’t get bogged down with trying to do 
things perfectly; filmmaking will be trial and error so learn by 
experience and laugh-off the things that go wrong. As long as 
everyone has fun and learns something along the way, it is all 
worthwhile.   

What if my film goes over the time limit? 

All films must make the best possible attempt to meet the 
allocated time limit for the category in which they are entered. 
This time limit includes credits. If a film entry runs over the time 
limit by several seconds, it will not be immediately disqualified, 
however, it will be assessed by the judging panel as to whether 
it remains eligible due to time limit. A film’s eligibility is at the 
discretion of the judging panel and all decisions made by the 
judging panel are final. In short, it’s best to stick to the time 
limit! 

Do I need to include credits?

Film credits are an important way of recognising the individual 
contributions of the people (and any organisations) that 
have supported the making of the film. However, if you are 
concerned about privacy, you do not need to include credits at 
the end of the film.

What if some of the people involved in making the 
film aren’t students?

People not enrolled as students can still perform acting and 
voice over roles in the films. They may also provide technical 
support.

What level of support can teachers provide to 
students in making their films?

Teachers, parents, guardians and other adults will, of course, 
play a role in supporting students in their filmmaking. Teachers 
of primary school students will play a larger role in teaching, 
guiding and supporting their students in their filmmaking 
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experience than those teaching high school, college, TAFE and 
university students - where their support will be weighted more 
on the technical aspects of filmmaking.

Students should be responsible for the key filmmaking roles in 
the project, relative to the age of the student. In general, films 
must be written, directed, produced and technically executed 
by students. Teachers, parents and other assistance should be 
limited to non-creative roles, such as planning and technical 
advice.

If I’m having technical issues, where can I find help?

First of all, don’t panic! There are plenty of experienced people 
available to help you with any technical issues that you will 
(inevitably) encounter during the making of the film. As a first 
step, you should contact the school’s technical department or 
technical expert. If you need further help, you can email the 
Festival team at info@mystatefilmfestival.com.au and explain 
your issue. We have a very supportive group of film experts on 
hand to help with just these kinds of issues, and we’ll do our 
very best to help you.

Most importantly, don’t let technical issues undo all your 
hard work, and prevent you from submitting your film. Most 
filmmaking problems have a solution, if you know where to find 
it! 

What permissions should I have before submitting 
the film?

In general, you need to seek permission when using music, 
images, writing and any other materials that are owned by 
another individual. There is plenty of information available online 
that explains the proper process for obtaining permission - such 
as contacting music recording labels or publishers of written 
materials (books or poetry, for example). If you know who owns 
the material you want to use (such as a photographer, music 
composer or illustrator) you may be able to contact them directly 
for permission. Permission may also need to be sought for the use 
of actors, set locations, film equipment and props.

The issue of copyright is complicated, can take a long time to 
resolve, and may even induce a licence fee, so it’s important to 
seek permission early. You can check the Festival website for 
examples of permission and consent forms and waivers that may 
be useful. And remember that all permissions, consents, waivers 
and releases must be submitted along with your entry, via the 
online entry submission page.

Alternatives, such as using royalty-free music, can easily be 

found online and are often free or require a small fee for 
use. Always explain to those from whom you are seeking 
permission, that the film is part of a school project or 
activity - this may help to minimise fees (and any unwanted 
complications!).

Who is on the judging panel and how are the films 
judged?

The Festival is honoured to have a panel of esteemed judges 
with a collective wealth of film industry experience that spans 
many years. The judging panel is made up of filmmakers, 
directors, producers and teachers, as well as actors, media 
broadcasters, arts industry professionals, and government 
representatives. The judges volunteer their time for the 
rigorous judging process and respectfully critique each film. 
They are incredibly passionate about film and filmmakers in 
Tasmania and provide great support to the Festival through 
advice, initiative and sharing their experience and knowledge. 
Our judges also act as advisors and mentors to students who 
demonstrate enthusiasm and potential in filmmaking at the 
completion of each Festival.

How are the films judged?

The films undergo two stages of judging - an initial screening, 
at which films are assessed and finalists for the individual award 
categories are chosen. A second round of judging follows and 
the winning films in each category are decided. The judging 
criteria for the major categories can be viewed on the Festival’s 
website. The winning films are announced at the official 
screening and awards ceremony.

Some categories are sponsored by the Festival’s important 
partners, and these awards are judged by the representing 
award category sponsor.

Where will the films be screened?

In addition to the initial screening of winning films at the 
awards event, the Festival receives regular requests for its films 
to be screened at a range of public events, including festivals, 
community events and public screenings. The films are also 
available online and have a global audience via the Festival’s 
YouTube Channel.  After each Festival, some filmmakers enter 
their films into other national and international film festivals 
which give them even more exposure on the world stage.  
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ONLINE

WEB  mystatefilmfestival.com.au
FACEBOOK facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival 
INSTAGRAM @mystatefilmfest
TIKTOK @mystatestudentfilmfest
YOUTUBE youtube.com/mystatefilmfestival

CONTACT US

MyState Bank Student Film Festival
GPO Box 1274, Hobart, Tasmania, 7001
03 6215 9614
info@mystatefilmfestival.com.au

How is the prize money distributed?

The prizes or prize money that is awarded to winning films 
entered in the Junior, Primary and High School categories 
will be given to the school that the student filmmaker(s) 
attend (as nominated on the online entry form). It is then the 
responsibility of the school to distribute the award proceeds as 
they wish. 

The prizes or prize money awarded to winning films entered in 
the Post Year 10-University category will be given to the lead 
filmmaker, as detailed in the online entry form. The distribution 
of the prize is then at the discretion of the lead filmmaker. 

MyState has no influence or authority regarding the 
distribution of prize money or prizes.

What are the Festival Terms and Conditions?

The Festival’s Term and Conditions can be found on the 
Festival website: mystatefilmfestival.com.au

How do I enter my film in the Festival?

Films can be entered via the ENTRY page on the MyState Bank 
Student Film Festival website. This page includes an online 
entry form, which must be completed and submitted with each 
entry, and a file upload section to submit completed film/s.

If you have trouble submitting your film, please email 
info@mystatefilmfestival.com.au and we will do our best to 
assist you!
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This is your very own copy of the MyState Bank Student Film Festival 
Filmmaking Guide.

This booklet, created especially for the MyState Bank Student Film Festival 
by experienced filmmakers, features a series of essential filmmaking 
guides. The MAKE IT Guides are designed to help you understand the 
filmmaking process, inspire your creativity and turn your ideas into your 
own original short film - with whatever resources you have at hand.

We know it’s not (quite) as simple as just grabbing a video camera and 
filming.  Students need a few basic skills to give them the confidence to 
get going. Each is designed to be accessible and entertaining to students 
starting out, and get them making great films without drowning them in 
jargon. 

You can use these guides however you like. High school and older students 
can access the guides from our website  and you are welcome to copy 
them and use them as handouts. For younger students, you might read 
them yourself and translate the information in the manner you think is 
appropriate for your class.  

Our team is always available for support so if you do need some advice or 
assistance with your filmmaking or you have questions about the Festival, 
please contact us via email on info@mystatefilmfestival.com.au. 

HAPPYHAPPY
FILMMAKING!FILMMAKING!

The MyState Bank Student Film Festival Team

MAKE ITMAKE IT
FILMMAKERSFILMMAKERS
GUIDESGUIDES
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MAKE IT YOUR STORY 10

MAKE IT YOUR TEAM 15

MAKE IT FEEL REAL 21

MAKE IT COME TOGETHER 38

MAKE IT LOOK AWESOME 27

MAKE IT SOUND SWEEEEEET 33

WRITING

CREW

ACTING

EDITING

CINEMATOGRAPHY

SOUND

Want to hook the audience and keep their eyes glued to the 
screen while watching your film? The key isn’t tricky camera 
work or wacky dialogue. It’s story. With it, the audience is yours. 
Without it, they’ll get bored and start wondering why popcorn 
is white.

One of the best things about filmmaking is you don’t do it 
alone. Making a film means finding a talented group of people 
to work with. When you’ve got the right people in the right 
roles, and you all work together, you’ll make a good film.

An actor’s job is to tell the story they’re in as effectively as 
they can. We asked the best in the biz at the Cooper Screen 
Academy to give us some tips and tricks on how to get the 
most out of your performance.

By now you will have written an amazing script, and gone out 
and shot some spectacular footage. But you don’t have a film 
yet. You’ve come to the climax of the filmmaking process: the 
editing. Editing isn’t just putting the shots in order. You’re now 
going to use the footage available to create a finished story.

Film is a visual medium - which just means it’s a story you con-
sume through your eyeballs.  So, when you’ve got your story 
figured out, you need to think about the best way to tell that 
story with pictures. What sequence of shots is going to engage 
your audience the best?

Seen a silent film recently? Probably not. And even if you did, 
there was probably some wacky piano music playing. You can 
get all the beautiful visuals you like, but if you don’t get the 
sound right, you’ll struggle to engage your audience. Sound 
has some pretty useful superpowers, read on to find out how to 
put them to use in your film.

Guide content © Sky Machine, 2016

‘Make it Feel Real’ content © Cooper Screen Academy, 2016

Guide design © Commmotion, 2019

Illustrations © Shiloh Design, 2016

These guides are provided by MyState as a free educational 

resource. You may use and duplicate these guides for non-

commercial educational purposes.
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THE IDEA
You won’t get very far without one of 
these.

THE HERO
How do you take your idea and make it 
work for a film?

THE STRUCTURE
To be a story, you’ll need a beginning, a 
middle, and an end.

OUTLINE
Get your story out on paper.

SCRIPT
Put your story in a format that everyone 
can use to make your film happen.

SECTION 02 / MAKE IT YOUR STORY

MAKE IT YOUR STORYMAKE IT YOUR STORY

WRITING

To build a story, you need an idea. 
The best way to come up with 
ideas it to collaborate. Find some 
people you get along with and start 
throwing around ideas. It’s your 
film, it can be whatever you want. 
You could make a love story set in a 
bank. Or you could make a zombie 
sock puppet invasion.

The idea phase is a chance to 
explore pretty much anything - so 
don’t get negative about any ideas 
put forward. Let your imaginations 
run wild for a bit, and let the best 

idea win, no matter where it comes 
from.

Eventually you’ll need to settle on 
one idea. It’s tempting to try and 
cram a whole bunch of different 
ideas into one film, but it’s im-
portant to pick one thing and run 
with that. Your leftover ideas aren’t 
wasted, you can keep those for 
another film.

IN THIS GUIDE 

THE IDEA
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THE HERO
To make a story, you need a hero. We call the main character in a story the protagonist. The protagonist is the one that drives 
the story forward. Based on your story idea, who is the protagonist? Finding them is the first step. But you haven’t got a story 
yet.

A PROTAGONIST MUST:

01. have a goal
02. have an obstacle stopping them from reaching the goal
03. put themselves at risk to achieve the goal

That’s how you get an audience engaged. People love to watch 
characters work to achieve their goals, but it’s only exciting if 
they might fail miserably.

For example, in Pirates of the Caribbean, Captain Jack Sparrow 
desperately wants his ship - the Black Pearl. Everything he does 
- whether it’s breaking out of prison, stealing another ship, or 
bargaining with his enemy - is part of an attempt to get it back, 
and at every point he’s putting himself at risk.

But it’s not just adventure movies - every story needs a goal, 
obstacle, and risk. For example, you might have a love story 
about Jenna and Tom. Jenna wants Tom (goal), but Tom 
doesn’t notice her because she’s shy (obstacle). To get Tom’s 
attention, Jenna’s going to sing at a school concert, despite 
never having sung in front of anyone before (risk).

It could be as simple as a dog wanting to get a treat without 
getting into trouble. Can he reach the biscuit (goal) up on the 
kitchen bench (obstacle) without his owner seeing him and 
putting him outside (risk)?

Now, imagine if we never found out if Luke Skywalker faced 
Darth Vader, or whether or not Frodo finally managed to cast 
the One Ring into the fires of Mordor. We’d be pretty annoyed. 
By the end of your story, the protagonist must succeed or fail. 

As the storyteller, it’s up to you which happens.

Think of your favourite movie. Who is the 
protagonist? What do they want? What’s 
stopping them?

Protagonist: the hero or lead character of the story.

Antagonist: the villain or adversary of the hero.

PROTAGONIST

OBSTACLE

RISK

GOAL
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Every story needs a beginning, a middle, and an end.

In the beginning, you need to quickly set up your protagonist, their goal, 
and the obstacle. You’ll lose your audience if they don’t understand why 
they’re watching your film.

In the middle, your protagonist will put themselves at risk to achieve the 
goal. But the obstacle will only get bigger, or the risk far worse. That’s 
called escalation. You should always make sure things in your story get 
harder for your characters, not easier.

At the end, your protagonist will either achieve their goal, or fail. How it 
ends is up to you, but you must finish what you started at the beginning of 
the film. Don’t let another character suddenly enter and save the day. Your 
protagonist is the one the audience is paying attention to - if you make 
someone else the hero, you’ll just annoy them.

By now you’ll have a protagonist with their goal, and you’ll know 
the beginning, middle and end of your story. Doing an outline 
helps you make sure your whole story is there. You can write 
this as point form - just list off the things that happen in your 

story. Or, you could write it like you would a normal written story. 
It can be as simple or as detailed as you like. The point is just to 
get your story out on paper, to use as a basis for your script.

THE STRUCTURE

OUTLINE

SCRIPT
When your outline is finished, one thing remains: the script itself.

The script will be used by everyone else involved in the 
production as the blueprint for the film. The director will choose 
the shots based on the scenes and action you write. The actors 
will play their characters based on your descriptions and choices 
of dialogue.

It can be extremely detailed or quite simple, as long as the story 
and character is on the page.

When you write your script, you need to think visually. Your 
audience won’t get to see the script, so only write things 
they’ll see in the film. Don’t write descriptions about what your 
characters are thinking, come up with ways of showing what 
they’re thinking. For example, instead of saying a character 
misses their dog, you can have them look at a picture of their 
dog and sigh.

Writing your film in the established script 
format will help you see roughly how long 
your film will be. 

1 SCRIPTED PAGE IS APPROXIMATELY 1 
MINUTE OF SCREEN TIME.

Using this as a guide will help you keep your 
film to the time limit.

hard

time

harder challenges

hardest
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Kate grasped the sword, but could not pull it from the stone. 
“C’mon” she said, pleadingly as another drag-lephant (like a 
dragon crossed with an elephant) readied to charge at her.

With no where to run, Kate continued to battle with the 
imprisoned blade but the stubborn sword would not budge. 
The Drag-lephant charged and Kate made a final attempt 
at wrenching the sword free, but with the beast mere me-
tres away she held out the palm of her hand.  “Stop!” Kate 
demanded. The Drag-lephant dug it’s talon crested hooves 
into the sand and came to a grinding halt.  Calmly, Kate said 
“Look, I would really like to do battle with you but I can’t get 

this sword out of this dumb stone, can we do this another 
time?”

The beast was stunned, it exhaled smoke and ash from its 
large nostrils, turned and walked away.

Kate bolted upright in her bed, it was all a dream. Her alarm 
clock was sounding, it was morning and time to get ready for 
school.

THE END

Now, here is a scripted version 
of that exact scene, you can use 
this example as a basic map if 
you choose to script your outline 
before shooting.

Here is an outline of a magnificent story. As you read it, see if you can identify the protagonist, the goal, the 
obstacle, and where the protagonist puts themselves at risk.
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SUMMARY

Story is the most important element of filmmaking. You should now 
have all the tools you need to get started building your own.

01. Brainstorm an idea

02. Pick a protagonist

03. Give them a goal and obstacle

04. Put them at risk

05. Form a beginning, middle and end

06. Put your story together in an outline

07. Write your script

To find more filmmaking information, resources and helpful links on the MyState Bank Student Film Festival website:  
mystatefilmfestival.com.au and on our Facebook page: facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival
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THE KEY CREATIVES
Writers, directors, producers - what are they 
responsible for, and how do they work together?

THE CREW
Who do you need on set with you to make a good 
film?

RUNNING YOUR SET
There’s a lot of work to do and not much time, how 
do you keep things running smoothly?

MAKE IT YOUR TEAMMAKE IT YOUR TEAM

CREW

There are three roles in a team that are generally considered 
to be the most important: the Writer, the Director, and the 
Producer. You might write, direct and produce your film, but it’s 
important to understand what each role is for, and make sure 
you do each job properly.

IN THIS GUIDE 

THE KEY CREATIVES

The Writer’s job is to assemble the story. It’s important they 
don’t think about how it will be shot, they need to focus on 
the characters - what they do, and what they say. The story 
needs to work before the film is shot. You can’t rely on the film 
looking cool to engage your audience. Get your story right 
before you start thinking about what the camera will be doing. 
You can read about how you put together a story in MAKE IT 
YOUR STORY.

THE WRITER
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The Director’s job is to take the written script, and tell that story 
visually. They’re the guardians of the story. The Director works 
with other people in the team, always making sure how they’re 
doing their job supports the story being told in the best way 
possible.

An actor makes sure they put in an excellent performance, 
but the Director makes sure the actors are doing their 
performances in a way that makes the whole story work. The 
Director of Photography (who you’ll learn about shortly) has to 
make sure the footage looks good, but the Director will guide 
them to get footage that enhances the story they’re telling.

While a Writer assembles the story, and the Director tells the 
story, the Producer makes the film get made. The Producer 
is responsible for getting everyone and everything organised 
so the shoot can take place. On a big film they’ve got a lot of 
people helping them, but it’s ultimately their responsibility to 
make sure it all happens.

But the Producer isn’t just an organiser, it’s their job to be a 
creative sounding board for the Director. The Director talks 
over how he wants to tell the story with the Producer, and the 
Producer helps them come up with the best solution. The 
Producer will always be factoring in not just the best story 
decision, but what is possible with the resources they have 
available. If a Director wants a helicopter to explode in shot, 
the Producer is the one that needs to decide whether or not 
that’s possible, given exploding helicopters are in short supply.

It’s very important that the key creatives can work together well. 
The Writer, Director and Producer need to be able to quickly 
come to decisions together and move forward. Knowing each 
other’s roles is a good start. But there’s a lot of overlap with 
decision making, so they need to be able to compromise.

Good filmmakers know that making a film is all about 
compromise. Demanding things are done one way won’t get 
you anywhere. You’re better off listening to the advice of the 
people around you, and figuring out the best solution that 
everyone is happy with. You’ll find your film will be better that 
way. Collaborating with everyone involved is one of the best 
parts of making a film, so make the most of it.

THE DIRECTOR

THE PRODUCER

WORKING TOGETHER
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A film crew is like a finely-tuned engine: a number of individual 
parts that all do their set jobs, and by working together make 
something big happen.

The size of a crew varies greatly between films. If you’re making 
a short film, you only need a few people. Ultimately, it could 
just be you pointing a camera at some actors with no one 
helping - but that would leave you with a lot to do on your own, 
and it’d be pretty boring.

It’s up to you to decide how big your crew should be, and 
which roles are necessary for the film you’re making. Here’s 
some key crew roles you should consider for your film.

THE CREW

The Assistant Director, or AD, is not just someone who helps 
the Director. They actually run the set. On your film, it might 
just be the Director doing the job of the AD, but it’s important 
they fulfil the AD’s role.

It’s the AD’s job to keep the film shoot running. They schedule 
the day, and allocate time for each shot. They keep everyone 
aware of what’s happening throughout the day. They make 
sure the other crew members are getting their individual jobs 
done in time. They organise to have actors on set for each shot 
they’re needed. They are responsible for making sure everyone 
is working safely.

The Director of Photography, or DP, is responsible for the 
cinematography. Cinematography is the look of the film, such 
as what kind of shots you get and how they are lit.

On a smaller production like a short film, they usually operate 
the camera. With the Director, they figure out the best way of 
shooting the film to support the story.

Sometimes with short films the Director will also be the DP. 
This can work fine, but most directors find they can focus on 
the film as a whole better if someone else is handling the 
cinematography.

You can read more about how you shoot your film in MAKE IT 
LOOK AWESOME.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
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The Sound Recordist makes sure the key audio elements are 
recorded well on set. Their first priority is dialogue, as that 
is the hardest to re-record later. They’ll also record as many 
individual sound effects around the set as they can to save time 
when editing the sound later.

You can read about how to get the best sound possible in 
MAKE IT SOUND SWEET.

The Production Designer is responsible for all the props and 
sets. They’ll talk to the Director and the DP about how the film 
is going to look, and make sure everything they put in the film 
fits. They usually have a team of people working for them in a 
variety of different roles, but on a short film it might just be the 
one person.

However many you have, it’s important to have someone on set 
making sure everything is as it should be at the start of each 
take. The person doing this is called Standby Props. Does an 
actor take a book off a shelf and put it on the table during the 
scene? After cut is called, Standby Props will put the book back 
on the shelf, ready for another take. If they can’t remember 
exactly how things are meant to be, they’ll talk to Continuity.

When you’re on set, you’ll get a lot of different shots and 
takes that you have to edit into a single scene later. The role of 
Continuity is to make sure things stay the same between shots. 
Does your actor open the door with his left hand or right hand? 
How much water is in that glass at the beginning of the scene? 
Which way does the cereal box face? Continuity will make 
notes and take photos constantly throughout the shoot, and it’s 
their job to speak up if something isn’t going to match in the 
edit. Don’t worry about getting your continuity perfect - you’ll 
need to decide which things will cause a problem, and which 
things won’t get noticed.

Actors are usually the most prominent thing in a film, so crews 
have a lot of people dedicated to making sure they’re always 
looking how they should. Just like with props, on set there 
will be a Standby Makeup and Standby Wardrobe person. 
They’ll check each actor at the start of a take to make sure their 
makeup and costume are as they should be.

SOUND RECORDIST

PRODUCTION DESIGNER

CONTINUITY

MAKEUP & WARDROBE
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Because you’ll have a number of people doing different jobs, 
you need to have a method of working together quickly and 
efficiently.

When you’re shooting, try to keep in mind what other people 
need to get done. For example, are you shooting in a different 
room in the afternoon? Make sure your production designer 
has time to get it ready.

A film shoot is basically a series of takes. A take is a single 
recording of a shot. For each shot you set up, you’ll keep doing 
takes until you have one that you’re happy will work.

You should have an established process for takes to make sure 
everything needed happens every time. The AD is the one who 
oversees that process. Here’s an example process that might 
work for you.

RUNNING YOUR SET

01. The AD calls “Standby to shoot”, which means everyone gets in place to do the take. 

02. The AD calls “First positions”, which means actors should all move to the place they start the scene. 

03. If you have makeup & wardrobe crew, the AD will call “Checks please”, which is when Standby Makeup and Standby 
Wardrobe will quickly check each actor to make sure they’re how they should be. 

04. When the AD thinks everyone is ready, they’ll call “Quiet on set,” at which point everyone needs to go silent. 

05. Once it’s quiet, the AD will call “Turnover”. That’s the signal for the Camera Operator to press record. 

06. When the Camera Operator is happy the camera is recording okay, they’ll call “Rolling”. 

07. After that, when the Sound Recordist is happy it’s quiet enough, they’ll call 
“Speed”. 

08. If you’re using a slate, this is the point you can hold it in shot. Call out the take 
number, and clap it. 

09. When the Camera Operator is happy the shot is correct and there’s nothing in 
the way, they’ll call “Frame”. 

10. Now the AD will look around and make sure the actors are all ready, and the 
Director is watching. When the AD is happy everyone is ready to go, they’ll call 
“Action”. 

11. The actors will begin the scene. 

12. Even if the scene finishes, everyone needs to continue doing their jobs until the Director calls “Cut”. 

13. At this point, if a crewmember noticed something they are responsible for was wrong, they’ll inform the Director. 

14. If the Director is happy with the take, the AD will call “Moving on”, and the crew will prepare for the next shot on the list. 

15. If the Director wasn’t happy with the take, the AD will call “Reset”, and the crew will get everything ready to do the same 
shot again.

You should experiment to find the best method for running your 
set. Everyone works slightly differently, and the most important 
thing is that you’re getting good footage, not that you’re 
following a procedure correctly.
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SUMMARY

Put together a great team, make sure everyone knows what they are 
responsible for, and you’ll get some awesome footage. It’ll be fun, too.

01. Know who your key creatives are

02. Don’t demand, be able to compromise

03. Put together a crew

04. Make sure everyone understands their role

05. Figure out an on-set process

To find more filmmaking information, resources and helpful links on the MyState Bank Student Film Festival website:  
mystatefilmfestival.com.au and on our Facebook page: facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival

“SPEED”

“ROLLING”

“TURN OVER”

“CUT”
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YOUR PERFORMANCE
How do you make your performance as convincing 
and engaging as possible?

PREPARATION
What do you have to do to get ready to play your 
big part?

BEING CALM
Calm those nerves and tap into your imagination.

STAKES & STATUS
How do you make sure the audience really cares 
about your performance?

GENRE
What kind of movie are you making? This plays a 
huge part in how you perform your role.

TECHNICAL TIPS
Tips and tricks from the experts to help you shine 
on screen.

IN THIS GUIDE 

MAKE IT FEEL REALMAKE IT FEEL REAL

ACTING

YOUR PERFORMANCE

Make sure you’ve read your script carefully and talked about 
the story with your director. Ask any questions you may have 
about the story, your character or any of the relationships/ plot 

points within the film. Then do whatever you can to make this 
story come alive and your audience care about your story.

KNOW THE STORY YOU’RE TELLING
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Be a detective when you get your script and find out everything 
you can about your character and the other characters in the 
story. Write down everything you know about your character, 

like what other characters say about them, what your character 
says about themselves, and the things your characters does 
and says in the script.

Do all the research you can into your character. How old are 
they? Where do they live? What is their home life like? What are 
their likes and dislikes? Find what is similar to you and acknowl-
edge those things. Then engage your IMAGINATION to explore 
the differences.

Similarities - if your character is 12 and you are 12 – easy!

Differences - if your character grew up on the streets and you 
didn’t – imagine what you may be like/feel like/how you would 
respond to situations if you had grown up on the street.

Also spend some time thinking about the other characters in the 
story.

This is your character’s objective. It is very important to explore 
and make a decision on what your character wants at any given 
time. Your character must want this enough to make the audi-
ence care about them getting it (see STAKES).

Overarching objective: Each character in a film or story has an 
over arching objective that remains the same throughout the en-
tire plot. Everything they do within the story is because they are 
trying to attain this objective. They’re usually basic wants: to be 
safe, to be loved, to be understood. Think about the last movie 
you saw and see if you can work out what the main character’s 
objective was.

Scene objective: Within each scene you must explore and know 
your character’s objective – what you want in the scene. This 
scene objective must fit in with your character’s overarching 
objective for the whole story/film. Make sure your objective is 
about the person or people you are in the scene with. If there is 
more than one person in the scene with you, decide on who is 
your ‘hot’ person – the one you want that thing from most. i.e. if 
your character is arguing with their sister about not coming into 
your room then your scene objective may be “To get you out of 
my room”.

Your imagination is crucial to your acting. Whether you’re 
doing something simple like catching a bus or running from 
a dragon ask yourself HOW WOULD I RESPOND IN THIS 
SITUATION? If you don’t believe yourself your audience won’t 
either – and we’re in for a bit of ‘bad acting’.

Think about all the sci-fi/action/adventure films you’ve seen.
Most of the things people see and are reacting to in those 
films are not actually there with them on set during filming. If 
they’re running from a big monster, they are usually running in 
front of a green screen and the monster is put in later with CGI 

(computer generated imagery). The actor needs to imagine 
how they would feel and what they would do if that monster 
really was chasing them.

If you know you’re different to your character in real life 
you’ll need to engage your imagination. i.e. if your character 
is scared of dogs and you love dogs, try and think about 
something you are scared of and imagine this in the dog’s 
place. This is called substitution and is used by all great actors.

RESEARCH

WHO AM I?

WHAT DO I WANT?

ENGAGE YOUR IMAGINATION

PREPARATION
USE THE 5 W’S TO PREPARE
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Why your character wants what they want is crucial. If they’re chasing a secret hidden jewel, why are they after it? If they get it will 
they be able to provide for their family forever? Save their country? Escape from the bad guy with its magical powers? Even if your 
character is simply going into a shop and buying milk, make sure you know why they want the milk.

Where is your story happening? On a spaceship? In your character’s backyard? In a busy shop? In a dark, scary forest? All these 
places will affect how your character responds. Whether your scene is in a public space, a private space, indoors or outdoors it will 
affect the volume level at which they speak.

Is your story set in another era? Did people behave differently then? Did they speak differently? Was there a different set of 
manners, or posture? Know when your story is set.

Aim for reality with your performance. This does not necessarily 
mean you need to be ‘small’ with your responses.
Think how big and loud you are when arguing with your brother 
or sister, or cheering on your sports team. We are big and loud 
in every day life all the time. The only difference with stage and 
screen is just that our audience is a lot closer to us when we’re 
on screen. So your audience can tell very easily if you are not 
being truthful. If you are in a very tight shot we can even see 
what you are THINKING!

When people don’t think their audience will understand what 
they’re trying to get across they sometimes indicate. Often we 
as an audience refer to this as ‘bad acting’. An actor may raise 
their eyebrows too much to try and communicate something to 
us, or pull a very angry face, or pretend to cry.

If this is ‘over the top’ or super exaggerated and not how they 

would do it in real life, then it is called indicating. Trust that in the 
same way as you communicate your needs, desires thoughts 
and feelings very well in real life, you can do that on screen too. 
You really don’t need to do much differently. EASY!

So - don’t fall into the common trap of doing more than you need 
to.

Most importantly - RELAX! When we’re nervous we can end 
up doing all sorts of things which may not serve the telling of 
our story. We may speak faster, leave the frame too quickly or 
look embarrassed when we’re not meant to! Try to focus on the 
story you’re telling and engage your imagination. If you really 
understand what’s going on in the scene and believe it, the 
acting will feel easy.

In real life we never stop thinking, so the same applies when 
we’re acting. Next time you’re watching a show or film, notice 
how often the camera is focussed on the person listening, not 
the person talking. How you react when another actor is talking 
to you is just as important as how you act when you’re doing the 
talking.

Acting is like a game of tennis: When you hit the ball over the 
net, do you then look away and not care what happens to it? No! 
You follow the ball with your eyes. It’s essential that you watch 
how the other person hits the ball back so you know which way 

you’ll need to move to return the shot. The same goes with 
acting! When you say something to someone, you’re doing it 
for a reason. It’s vital to know what they say back and how they 
say it, so you know what impact you’ve had and how to respond 
next. If a scene is to be kept fresh and your acting interesting 
and believable, this focussed ‘to and fro’ play is essential. What 
the character is thinking but doesn’t actually say out loud is 
called ‘internal monologue.’

WHY DO I WANT WHAT I WANT?

WHERE AM I?

WHEN IS THIS HAPPENING?

BEING REAL
STOP ACTING - BE REAL!

ALWAYS BE THINKING
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Even the most experienced actors can get nervous. Nerves 
can make us speak faster than we normally would, do strange 
things with our faces and mouths, and make us look uncomfort-
able when we’re acting.

One way to manage nerves is to acknowledge they’re there in 
the first place. Breathe. Remember that what you’re doing isn’t 
rocket science – just a little bit of pretending. A very famous 
Australian actor Bud Tingwell used to say that everyone can 

act. That whenever someone opens their door and doesn’t 
want to see the person but smiles and says “Hello! Welcome!” 
and brings them in – they’re acting. We’ve all done that. Spend 
some time thinking about how may times you ‘act’ in your real 
life and you will probably start to feel a lot more accomplished 
and relaxed.

Slow down! When we’re nervous we can speed up without
realising it, so slow down and take your time.

Read your script through several times when you first get it and 
focus on the story. Try to resist the urge to start planning 
HOW you will say your lines. This is a bit of a trap for actors. 
Pre planning how you will say a line will prevent you from being 
fresh and in the moment when you come to do your take. You 
may have to do that take many times over, so you want to make 
sure each time it feels new and fresh!

Always focus on the story, the characters and the relationships 
– not on being an amazing actor. You will be an amazing actor 
if you are focussed on the story and engaging your imagination 
in a realistic way.

Remember: an engaged actor is an engaging actor!

One of the unique demands of acting for the screen is that 
most of the time the scenes you shoot and the days you shoot 
them on will be entirely out of sequence. You will be shooting 
some scenes which come at the end of the film before scenes 
that come at the start. It can feel very strange and is one of the 
big differences between stage and screen.

5 MINUTES BEFORE AND AFTER

One way to help with the discombobulated style of shooting 
is to think about your 5 minutes before and after. Before every 
scene think about what your character was doing BEFORE the 
scene starts, and what they will be doing AFTER it ends. This 
will help your performance to be grounded in a reality.

MANAGE YOUR NERVES

LEARNING LINES

SHOOTING OUT OF SEQUENCE

In every day life as well as in films there is always status at play in any scene. People 
have a different status depending on their job, or what they are doing.

For example a King has high status and a peasant typically has low status. However, 
if a peasant was holding a King’s beloved object and threatening to drop it into the 
moat, then the peasant would have higher status for that point in time. If the King’s 
guards raced in and arrested the peasant then the King would be back to high status, 
the guards would be lower status than the King, and the peasant would be back to 
the lowest status. Now if one of the guards then took the object they would be of 
higher status than the King. See how many times status can shift in a scene?

If two people’s status is close this can be very funny. Try playing a game where two 
friends meet and they try to up their status each time they speak, by showing off or 
putting the other person down. You’ve probably seen this happen in real life.

Make sure you know your character’s status at any given time within a scene.

STAKES & STATUS
STATUS
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Everyone in the acting industry knows that COMEDY IS
HARDER THAN STRAIGHT ACTING. Plenty of people are used 
to mucking around and getting a laugh from their mates.
Getting an audience to laugh who don’t already know and love 
you is a very different matter. So, what’s the trick?

Funnily enough it’s the SAME AS STRAIGHT ACTING. You must
INVEST in the scene. Fully believing, focussing on or caring 
about what is happening in a scene will lead to great comedy.
Think about the squirrel that loves acorns in Ice Age. If that 
squirrel didn’t really care if it didn’t get the acorn, then would it 
be funny? No. You MUST care. THAT’s when things get funny. 
Like straight acting, if you are faking your care or belief, then 
the audience will see that and we won’t find your performance 
funny. So once again, engaging your imagination is key.

Think about the comedy you have seen and enjoyed. Try to 
pinpoint exactly what it was that was funny. It can take a lot of 
practise, so get started early!

Never finish the scene until you hear CUT. Even if something 
goes wrong, keep going. The director will decide if they want 
to stop shooting. Sometimes the best moments come from 
mistakes – so the actor must never decide to finish the scene 
because it’s not their decision to make. The only exception to 
this rule is if someone is in danger.

This also means you have to keep performing even after the 
last words of the scene are delivered. This is called tagging 
the scene and is very important. It usually involves a reaction 
shot, so give the editor something good to work with. (your 5 
minutes before and after’ work will help you here).

Unless you’re specifically required to (such as if you’re playing 
a news reporter) then you CANNOT look at the camera. Even if 
an actor’s eye glances down the barrel of the camera for a split 

second, the take either can’t be used, or it has to be cut around 
in the editing room.

Stakes are absolutely crucial in any story. If you don’t care about 
what’s happening then why would the audience? Know whether 
your action at any given time is low or high stakes or anywhere 
in between. For example, if your character is walking along the 
street towards a friend’s house for a casual visit, the stakes are 
probably pretty low. However if a large dog suddenly bounds 

out from behind a fence and starts chasing you, the stakes are 
suddenly very high and getting to the safety of your friends 
house becomes imperative.

Stakes are very important in drama and even more so in com-
edy.

GENRE

TECHNICAL TIPS
CUT

DON’T LOOK AT THE CAMERA

STAKES - MAKING YOUR AUDIENCE CARE

Is your film a specific genre? It may be 
a Western, a romantic comedy, a sci-fi, a 
thriller, a comedy or a murder mystery. 
Watch some films from the same genre 
and study the acting.
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There is a lot of physical discipline required for working on 
set that most people are unaware of. It’s important for actors 
to know what shot size they are working in so you can adjust 
your performance appropriately. For example, if you’re being 
shot in a Wide Shot or Master then you will have a great range 
of movement available to you. It’s like having an entire theatre 
stage to move around on. Once you do the same scene later 
on, like in a Mid Close-up, you’ll have less range of movement. 

If you move your head around at all in an Extreme Close-up we 
will miss most of your performance! You can read about shot 
sizes in HOW TO MAKE IT LOOK AWESEOME. When you are in a 
Close-up (CU) or Extreme Close-up (XCU) we can essentially see 
every thought that crosses your mind.

So, relax and once again, focus on what’s happening in the 
scene and your character’s objective.

Because the same action is shot so many times and from 
different angles in different shot sizes, it’s a crucial part of an 
actors work that their CONTINUITY is correct. All the different 
shots at the end of the day are going to be edited into one 
continuous scene, so imagine the problems if your continuity 
isn’t correct. For example if you are running into a scene to fight 
a dragon and your sword is in your right hand for all the wide 
shots, then you go off to wait while the set is switched around 
and all the lighting is adjusted for the tighter shot, what happens 
if you forget which hand your sword was in and you then do your 
tight shots with your sword in your left hand?

On a professional set there is a person in charge of continuity and they scribble copious notes of every move you make, so they are 
able to help you remember if you forget what you did in a scene. Actors love continuity people (their official title in Australia is Script 
Supervisor). Try and find a friend who is willing to help you with this on set. It’s a VERY important job, and who knows – they might 
end up working on big movies in the future.

KNOW THE SHOT SIZE YOU’RE IN

CONTINUITY

WS: WIDE SHOT MS: MID SHOT MCU: MID CLOSE-
UP

CU: CLOSEUP XCU: EXTREME 
CLOSEUP

Watch any film or TV show and watch how 
many times the shot switches between shot 
types. If an actor forgets which leg was 
crossed over which, it can look crazy in the 
final edit. Be kind to your editors, and be 
aware of your continuity. It’s a little bit like 
choreographing a dance.

SUMMARY

01. Know the story you’re telling.

02. Engage your imagination.

03. Use the 5 W’s to prepare.

04. Be real.

05. Don’t stop acting until you hear CUT!

To find more filmmaking information, resources and helpful links on the MyState Bank Student Film Festival website:  
mystatefilmfestival.com.au and on our Facebook page: facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival
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THE CAMERA
You’ll need one of these magic boxes to capture 
the action

SHOTS
The building blocks of your film

BLOCKING
What’s actually happening in your scene?

COVERAGE
You’re going to have to edit your film later. How do 
you make sure you get enough footage for that to 
work?

SHOT TYPES
What are the different kinds of shots you can get?

LIGHTING
Footage isn’t much good if you can’t see anything. 
How do you control the light around you?

SHOTS WORKING TOGETHER
How do you make sure your shots will work 
together when you edit?

IN THIS GUIDE 

MAKE IT LOOK AWESOMEMAKE IT LOOK AWESOME

CINEMATOGRAPHY

There are cameras everywhere these days. While expensive 
video cameras do give a great result, you can tell a good story 
no matter what you’re shooting with. Pretty much everything 
has a video camera in it these days - you can shoot a whole 
film on a phone or tablet. But you might find the job easier 
with a video camera - they’re built specifically for shooting 
footage, and make it easier and faster.

If you don’t have access to a camera at home or school, you 
might be able to hire one from somewhere like Wide Angle 
Tasmania. Have a look at their website and see what you can 
afford.

www.wideangle.org.au

THE CAMERA
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The simplest way to shoot a scene would be to set up a camera 
zoomed all the way out and just let the action happen in front 
of it. But that’s pretty boring to watch, isn’t it?  It also doesn’t 
give you any control over the story when you’re editing. You 

need to get multiple shots of the action in a scene which you 
can edit together later. That way you can fine tune the most 
engaging way to show the audience what’s happening.

Before you can decide how you’re going to capture the action, 
you need to know what the action is. Blocking is where you 
get your actors to walk through the scene on set, and make 
decisions about how they’ll do the action. Will they enter the 
room, or already be there? Where will your actors stand? Will 
they move during the scene, or stay in one spot? Will anyone 

leave during the scene? Where will key props be?

Once you’ve done your blocking, you can get your actors to 
rehearse, while you watch and decide how you’re going to 
shoot it.

The shots you choose to get of the action is called coverage. 
The more shots you get in different ways of the same action in 
the scene, the more coverage you have. More coverage gives 
you more options when you edit, so you can find ways to make 
your scene as engaging as possible.

You should get inventive on set. What are the coolest ways you 
can capture the action? But to make sure you can edit your 
scene, there’s a basic set of shots you should always get.

If you have all of those shots, you know you can safely edit together a scene. But what should those shots be?

MASTER
This is a wide shot of the 
entire scene. You should be 
able to see all the action take 
place in this shot.

SINGLES
You should get individual 
closeups of all the actors who 
are in the scene. Run these for 
the entire scene - you don’t 
just want their dialogue, you 
want to see the way they react 
to what others in the scene 
are doing.

CUTAWAYS
These are little closeups of 
key items and actions in the 
scene that are important for 
the audience to see. Does a 
character put an important 
book on a table? Get a close-
up of that action happening. 
Does something exciting 
happen, like swords clashing? 
Get a shot of it.

SHOTS

BLOCKING

COVERAGE

Watch a scene in a 
movie you like - and 
write a list of all the 
shots they use in 
that one scene.
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Filmmakers have a shorthand for referring to the different kinds 
of shots you can get. Here’s a few key ones you’ll use.

You can apply those terms to shots of props too, just think 
about the prop as if it’s an actor.  But remember these are just 
some commonly used shots. You can do the shots however you 
like, as long as they’ll tell your story.

Your shot choices decide the effect on your audience. A wider 
shot of an actor feels relaxed, while a closeup on their face 
feels intense. You should choose the shots that make sense 

for what’s happening in your story. Are your characters joking 
around? Stay wider. Are your characters having a heated argu-
ment? Get close.

The angle of each shot matters too. If your camera is higher 
than your actor, looking down at them, they’ll feel small and 
unimportant. If your camera is lower than your actor, looking 
up, they’ll feel large and imposing.

Now you know the kind of shots you should get, make a 
shotlist. It’s simply a list of what coverage you want to get once 
you’re on set. Each line of the list should have:

a shot number (just number them from 1 onwards as you’re 
making the list)
the scene number
the shot type (such as WS or MCU)
a brief description of the shot (“closeup of Andy for whole 
scene”).

You can then make copies and give them to everyone who will 
be on set, so everyone knows what needs to be done during 
the shoot.

SHOT TYPES

SHOTLIST

WS: WIDE SHOT
A shot that has a 
lot in it. You can 
usually see most 
of the action in the 
scene take place. 
If it’s a wide shot of 
an actor, you’ll be 
able to see most 
of their body.

MS: MID SHOT
A closeup of a 
particular actor, 
but you can still 
see down to their 
thighs.

MCU: MID 
CLOSEUP
This is a fairly 
standard “head & 
shoulders” shot of 
an actor.

CU: CLOSEUP
Just the face of 
your actor.

XCU: EXTREME 
CLOSEUP
A very tight shot 
of just the actor’s 
eyes or mouth. Or 
nose, if you think 
that’s important.
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A camera works by capturing the light bouncing off stuff. If no 
light bounces into the lens, you don’t get a picture.

The easiest way to do your lighting is to rely on what’s already 
around. That might be the sun if you’re outside, or ceiling 
lights and lamps if you’re inside. You can bounce light around 
to get more on your actors with bright materials, like a big 

sheet of polystyrene. Experiment with different materials to see 
how you can light up your actors.

If you have access to film lights you’ll be able to do a lot more. 
Search the web for “three point lighting” for a simple starting 
point, and experiment from there.

The aim is to tell a story in sequence - so getting a bunch of 
great individual shots won’t do you much good if they don’t fit 

together. The better your shots work together, the better you’ll 
engage your audience.

While all your shots will be of different things, there are ways of 
making them feel similar.

Match your framing - if you have all CU’s of one character, and 
all MCU’s of another character, it’ll be hard to cut them togeth-
er. If you can, get MCU’s and CU’s of both - then experiment 
with what you can get away with in the edit. 

Get the same angle on your actors. If your shot of one actor 
is nearly front on, don’t do the shot of the other actor on a 45 
degree angle. 

Get matching closeups from the same camera height. This will 
make sure the direction their eyes are pointing matches up. If 
you’re shooting a conversation between a sitting actor and a 
standing actor, pick a height somewhere in between. 

Try to get all your shots on a tripod, or all handheld. It’s difficult 
to make tripod and handheld shots work together in the edit.

LIGHTING

SHOTS WORKING TOGETHER

GET SIMILAR SHOTS
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When you’re watching a football game on TV, you’ll notice the 
cameras are all on one side of the field. That means when you 
cut between different cameras, you can still tell which team is 
going which way - home team is pushing to the right of the 
shot, away team is pushing left. If you suddenly cut to a shot 
from the other side of the field, the home team would suddenly 
be pushing to the left of the shot - and you’d think they were 
running the wrong way.

The same applies for scenes in films. If you’re cutting between 
two actors talking to each other, and you get one of the shots 

from the wrong side, it’ll look like the actors are both looking in 
the same direction instead of each other.

The simplest way to get it right is to put an imaginary line 
through your set, and don’t cross it. In a scene with two actors 
talking, the line would usually run from one to the other. If you 
get all your shots from the right side of the line, they should cut 
together happily.

DON’T CROSS THE LINE
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SUMMARY
Get good coverage, and you’ll be able to put together a great film 
when you edit.

01. Block your scene

02. Get a master, singles, and cutaways

03. Choose your shot types

04. Keep your shots similar

05. Don’t cross the line

To find more filmmaking information, resources and helpful links on the MyState Bank Student Film Festival website:  
mystatefilmfestival.com.au and on our Facebook page: facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival

TO THE EDIT!
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ON LOCATION
What do you need to worry 
about while you’re shooting 
your film?

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
You’ve edited together your 
film and it looks good, how 
do you make it sound good?

BLOCKING
Your film already talks, now 
make it sing.

IN THIS GUIDE 

MAKE IT SOUND SWEEEETMAKE IT SOUND SWEEEET

SOUND

While there’s a lot of sound tricks you can do later, you need 
to make sure you get the best sound possible while you’re 
shooting. The most important thing is dialogue. You can find 
ways of recreating everything else later, but it’s very difficult to 
get dialogue recorded later to match your visuals.

If you read MAKE IT YOUR TEAM, you’ll know it’s a good idea 
to have someone acting as sound recordist. It’s their job to 
make sure good sound is recorded on the day. They should be 
listening through headphones during takes, and at the end of 
each take alerting the director if there were any problems.

ON LOCATION
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The simplest way to record audio is to rely on the microphone 
built in to your camera. But you won’t end up with an ideal 
result. On-board microphones are designed to capture as 
much sound as possible, which means what you want to record 
will be permanently mixed in with a whole bunch of things you 
want to avoid.

If you can, find an external microphone to use. If you don’t 
have any video equipment at your school, see what the music 
department can loan you. You can also hire microphones from 
places like Wide Angle Tasmania.

www.wideangle.org.au

The best kind of microphone to use is a shotgun - these are 
designed to pinpoint a particular source of sound in a room, 
like a talking actor. Sound recordists usually use these on set, 
on the end of a long pole called a boom. If you can access a 
boom microphone kit and plug it into your camera, you’re all 
set.

If you can’t get hold of a shotgun microphone, get inventive 
with any microphones you can find. Experiment to see how well 
you can record dialogue without the microphone getting in 

shot. You might even be able to build your own boom. 

If you’re shooting outside, you might find that wind is a prob-
lem. When it hits the microphone, it overpowers the sound of 
anyone talking. A boom microphone kit usually comes with a 
fluffy, which minimises the amount of wind getting through. If 
you don’t have one of those, try using other things to block the 
wind from blowing across the microphone, like a pillow case, or 
a small box with the bottom cut out.

MICROPHONES

You should also grab important pieces of audio separately 
to the video. The easiest way to do this is to get the camera 
operator to record while you point the microphone at whatever 
you need.

The most important thing you should get is a wild track, 
also known as air. Everywhere you shoot will sound slightly 
different, even when nothing is happening. A long wild track 
recording of the background of each location is one of the 
most important tools you’ll use when you’re finishing the film. 
It helps you cover up problems you’ll inevitably find in your 
audio, and smooth out a scene so it sounds like it was all 
recorded at once.

To get a good air recording, just set up your microphone and 
tell everyone to be completely silent. Record for at least a full 
minute. If a large unexpected sound happens, like someone 
coughing, stop and start again.

You should also grab as many other individual sound effects as 
you can. For example, does a character pour a glass of water? 
While you’re on set with the needed props, quickly grab a 
recording.

GET AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE

Watch a scene in a movie. Make a list of all 
the sound effects they could have recorded 
on set.
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SOUND EDIT

If you’ve read MAKE IT COME TOGETHER, you’ll know that 
once your visual edit is finished, it’s time to get the sound right, 
and add the music.

How you go about editing your sound will depend on what 
software you’re using. Refer to your software’s help files for how 
to do any specifics.

The first thing you should do is remove any audio that 
shouldn’t be there. That might include crew talking at the 
beginning and end of shots, or unexpected noises in the back-
ground, like a car horn. Note that you can’t remove problems 
that happen during dialogue - if it overlaps someone talking, 
you’re stuck with it. But if it happens between people talking, 
you should be able to cut it out quite easily.

Next, cover up any problems with your wild track recording. 
Don’t just put it over gaps - loop it over the whole scene. This 
will make your scene feel smoother - your audience won’t be 
distracted by the background sound changing suddenly all the 
time.

Now it’s time for sound effects. Start with justified sound. That 
means things that the audience sees, and expects to be able 
to hear. It might be the squeaky hinges on a door a character 
opens, or the hero’s sword clanging with the villain’s. What hap-
pens in your scene that feels strange because you don’t hear 
it? Add just those things.

If you like, you can experiment with unjustified sound. These 
are background sounds that don’t need to be there, but can 
help with the atmosphere. That might be distant traffic noise, 
or the sound of people talking nearby. You should keep that 
to a minimum - the justified sounds are more important, and if 
you crowd them with too many other sound effects your audi-
ence will get confused and distracted.

If you couldn’t get all the sound effects you need recorded on 
set, you can find them online. Try places like freesound.org. 
Video editing software often comes with some basic sounds 
too, see if yours includes any.

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

Watch a scene in a movie that doesn’t have 
any music in the background. Make lists of all 
the justified and unjustified sound effects.
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MUSIC

SOUND MIX

Films have always had great music to help engage the au-
dience. It turbo-powers your story - making a scary scene 
creepier, an action scene more energetic, or a sad scene more 
heart-wrenching.

But you can’t just put any music in and expect it to work. Watch 
your film through and decide which parts would be better with 
music, and which parts work best without. Experiment with 
different pieces of music and see how it affects the scenes in 
your film.

Once you’ve got everything in place, the final phase is the 
sound mix. This is where you play through your film and adjust 
the volumes of individual elements so it all works together in 
perfect harmony.

As you’ve probably guessed by this point, the most important 
element is the dialogue. Make sure the audience can clearly 
hear everything your characters are saying. Turn the volume 
down on other elements if you can’t hear them well enough.

If some elements feel too jarring, try adding crossfades to 
make changes more subtle. A crossfade smoothly fades out the 
ending element and fades in the starting element at the same 
time.

Try to make your final mix as even as possible in volume 

throughout the film. Your software should have meters that 
show how loud the audio is at any point while your film is play-
ing, with green, yellow and red colouring at different volume 
levels. Keep an eye on them, and adjust your dialogue to be as 
loud as possible without the meters going red.

When you’ve found the style of music you think works, you’ll 
need to get some that you are legally allowed to use. You can’t 
just take your favourite music and put it in, you need written 
permission from the owner.

One option is stock music, which is music made to work in a 
variety of films. It’s the easiest option, there are a lot of free and 
cheap places on the internet you can find it. But always make 

sure the music you’ve found is legally okay to use.

The other option is to write and record your own music. You 
might have access to software like Garage Band or Fruity Loops 
which make it quite easy, and they include instrument loops 
you can piece together if you can’t record instruments yourself. 
Experiment and see what you can come up with.
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SUMMARY

You’ll be amazed at how much good sound can improve your film. Get 
the right sound on set, edit it all together smoothly later, and you’ll keep 
your audience engaged.

WHEN ON SET:
 l Use an external microphone if you can

 l Focus on getting clean dialogue

 l Get an air recording

 l Record any other sound effects

WHEN YOU’RE EDITING:
 l Remove any problems

 l Cover your scene with air to hide gaps

 l Add justified and unjustified sound effects

 l Find or create music

 l Make it all work together with a sound mix

To find more filmmaking information, resources and helpful links on the MyState Bank Student Film Festival website:  
mystatefilmfestival.com.au and on our Facebook page: facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival
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THE WORKFLOW
What are the stages of putting a film 
together? What do you use? Where do 
you start?

EDIT
You’ve got a bunch of footage, how do 
you make it into a story?

MAKE IT BETTER
Your basic story is there, now what? How 
do you take your edit to the next level?

GRADE
Now your story works, make the visuals 
shine.

MAKE IT COME TOGETHERMAKE IT COME TOGETHER

EDITING

There are so many different pieces of software to edit with, so 
we can’t get into technical detail here. Instead, we’ll focus on 
the broad approach to editing, and you can use the help files 
that come with your editing software to figure out the specifics. 
A piece of editing software is called a Non-Linear Editor, so 
we’ll refer to your editing software as your NLE from here on.

Here’s some software you might already have at 
home or at school. Search for them on the web if 
you’d like to know more.

iMovie
Windows Movie Maker
Sony Vegas
Pinnacle Studio
Final Cut Pro
Avid Media Composer

IN THIS GUIDE 

EDITING SOFTWARE
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No matter what you use to edit, you should follow the same basic stages to edit your film.

THE WORKFLOW

This is where you take the footage from your camera, get it into 
your NLE, and organise it ready to be edited. If you’re using 
an older tape-based camera, you might need to capture the 
footage by playing the tapes from your camera into your NLE. 
Most cameras now use memory cards, so you can just copy the 
footage over to your computer.

Before you start editing, it’s a good idea to watch all of your 
footage through. Make notes as you do on what takes you like 
best, or what shots won’t work because of technical problems.

Once your footage is ready, you can piece your film together. 
The first edit is called a roughcut, which just means it’s a draft. 
Getting the whole story out in a rough edit first is a good idea, 
to let you see how your whole film is looking.

Hopefully you read MAKE IT LOOK AWESOME before you 
shot your film, so you have some good coverage. If you didn’t, 
you should have a read anyway to get up to speed on some of 
the shot types we’ll be talking about.

It can be a bit overwhelming at first, so just approach it scene 
by scene. Don’t worry about doing anything tricky, just pick the 
simplest shots to tell the story of the scene.

One approach you can try is putting in your master shot of the 
scene, then going through and replacing sections with relevant 
closeups where it makes sense, such as when a character is 
talking.

Avoid jumpcuts - this is where you cut between very similar 
shots. That might mean two closeups in a row of the same 
character, or jumping ahead within the one take. Jumpcuts feel 
unnatural and jarring when you watch the film back.

Once you’ve got a roughcut of your film, watch it through. 
Don’t be disappointed if it’s not very engaging yet, roughcuts 
usually aren’t. From there, you can make some decisions about 
how you should edit it.

INGEST

THE EDIT

Watch a scene in a film you like. What do 
they choose to show at each point in the 
scene? What moments do they choose to cut 
between shots?
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Look at your scenes and try to find the most interesting way of 
showing what’s happening. What does the audience want to 
see? Are there closeups of key items in the scene you can use 
to make sure the audience knows what is going on?

People like to see how characters react to things. If you’ve got 
two people talking in a scene, try spending more time on the 
person listening than the one talking.

Look for pieces of your footage that show change. When is the 
moment a character changes from happy to sad, or confident 
to scared? Showing those changes helps keep the audience 

connected to your characters.

Pace is one of the most important things you control in the 
edit. Which bits of your film feel slow? Where were you losing 
attention when you watched it? See what you can do to raise 
the pace.

Cutting down space between lines of dialogue can help a lot. 
You can also get away with cutting a lot of action without losing 
your audience. Does your character get out of a car and walk in 
to a house? Try just cutting from them getting out of the car, to 
closing the front door of the house behind them.

MAKE IT BETTER

Energy is another key element you control with how you edit. 
Having long shots keeps the energy low, while quickly cutting 
between a lot of shots makes things energetic. You’ll find your 
film is the most engaging if you use both. Pick which parts of 
your film should be relaxed, and which parts energetic.

It’s a good idea to get people who aren’t involved with the film 
to watch it. Pay attention to them as they’re watching. How 
they react will tell you which bits are and aren’t working.

The great thing about editing is experimenting. By saving 
multiple versions of your project, you can try as many things as 
you like without losing your work, and compare versions to see 
what works best.

Whatever you do, always come back to the story. Your edit 
should support the story you’re trying to tell. If you’ve done 
your job well, no one will notice the editing - they’ll just be 
engaged in your story.

Once you’re happy with the edit, you’re at a stage called 
picture lock. From this point, you should make sure your edit 
doesn’t change at all, so any work you do on sound and music 
stays in time and lines up with everything correctly.

Watch a scene in a film. How does the scene 
feel? How have they controlled the pace and 
energy? What kind of shots do they use, and 
how often do they cut between them?

EN
ER

G
Y

STORY
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When you’ve reached picture lock, you can add sound effects 
and music. You can read about how to do that in MAKE IT 
SOUND SWEET.

If you’re feeling adventurous, you can try grading your film. 
This is where you use the colour correction tools in your NLE to 
change the look of the film. The simplest thing you want to do 
is make sure your footage all matches. But you can also use the 
grade to stylise your footage. You could make your film look 
dark and menacing, or bright and warm.

Your film is done! But not many people will be able to watch your film if it stays in your NLE, so you’ll need to get it out of there. 
That will often mean uploading to a website like YouTube or Vimeo. Or you might like to make a DVD.

To upload your film to a website, you’ll need to output a compressed version. Some NLE’s have presets for YouTube which you 
can use. Otherwise, try to save to a MPEG4 file, which will compress it fairly well without losing a lot of quality.

To enter the MyState Bank Student Film Festival, you can upload your MPEG4 file through the website:

http://mystatefilmfestival.com.au/

SOUND MIX

GRADE

OUTPUT

Watch a scene in a film, and pay close 
attention to the colouring of the shots. Do 
they feel cold? Warm? Dark? Colourful? 
Pale? What have they done to get that 
feeling?
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SUMMARY

To find more filmmaking information, resources and helpful links on the MyState Bank Student Film Festival website:  
mystatefilmfestival.com.au and on our Facebook page: facebook.com/mystatefilmfestival

TO THE FESTIVAL!

Editing is where you decide exactly what you’re going to show the audience 

each step of the way, so make sure you choose the elements that will best 

engage them in your story. Once you’re finished editing, you’ve got a 

finished film!

01. Ingest your footage

02. Make a simple roughcut

03. Experiment with your footage to control the pace and energy, and showing change

04. Once you’re finished editing, add sound effects and music

05. Output your film
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